
Jinty Who - Draft 2 
 

Cast: 
Richard: Curtis 
Robert: Welshy 

Jinty: Curtis 
Narrator: Johnateer 

Vicarstown Station Master: Brad 
Box man (fourth doctor): TBD 

James: TBD 
Edward: Bagsweg 

Diesel: Nick 
TOMY Grodon: Brad 

TOMY Duck: Eric 
TOMY Henery: Nick 

Hornby Thomas: Bagsweg 
Curtis: Curtis 

 
 
Richard: finally...we're here! 
Robert: Well if you're going to get out of fatty’s sight then Vicarstown is as far as you need to go 
Richard: well if it wasn’t for Jinty we wouldn’t be in this mess 
Jinty: it's not my fault! (to himself) i don’t even know what happened! 
Robert: it was that bloody brake van of yours, “being all sad” you said, and then “oh i just gave 
it, a little...er push”. 
Richard: into a load of explosives mind you! 
Robert: yea thanks alot jinty 
Jinty: (sigh)  
(all three engines begin work with text showing up all over the place forming the opening credits 
where to finish the camera pans up to 3d text saying “Jinty Who” we now pan back down to the 
engines enjoy some lovely banter while shunting) 
Narrator: ah christmas, the time for forgiveness and friendship, love and compassion etc. etc. 
although, Richard and Robert were none of these towards jinty. 
Robert: hey look richard a brake van 
Richard: oh look out jinty might blow it up 
Robert: then we’d have to go again 
Vicarstown Station Master: er excuse me ? but what are you lot doing here 
Robert: er……. 



Richard: (clears throat) we're here to make sure all christmas deliveries from the mainland go 
smoothly, such as fresh empty coaches for that diesel coming in.or  that load of box vans full of 
christmas puddings...i think we got things covered here sir 
Vicarstown Station Master: er but does the fat controller know you're here 
Robert: Oh yes of course he knows sir (shifty look) 
Vicarstown Station Master: Alright then back to work! 
Richard: wow that worked!? 
Vicarstown Station Master: What's that? 
Richard: er nothing...sir! 
Vicarstown Station Master: oh by the way could one of you please sort out the harbour please 
(both richard and robert look at jinty) 
Jinty: really…. 
(cuts to jinty entering the harbor and it's a bit of a mess) 
Jinty: oh…for F@#* sake! 
(bear rushes past honking to cover up jintys voice) 
Narrator: Jinty worked and worked till the harbour was organised, then jinty thought it was time 
to get up to mischief! 
Jinty: la la la la working hard everyday to work rest and play la la la (tardis noise) but today i 
think i’ll play aye? 
box man (fourth doctor): silly old girl why have you transformed into a...hum...a...railway 
tardis? Well i guess it must be the dimensional shift through time that altered the the inner 
dimensions....or something.  
Jinty: owwwww shiny! 
box man: ah...oh Hello there my name is th…. 
Jinty: box man!  
box man: box what? 
Jinty: what is this thing?! it looks like an old police box...well it is though but it looks different 
box man:er (clears throat) hum well this is a time machine, it travels in time! ...of course it does, 
but it normally doesn’t look quite like this though it seems to fit your gauge though?! 
Jinty: can i play with it! 
box man: no! why would i let you do that? 
Jinty: hummmm……..bored now! bye! (puffs away) 
Box man: what a strange engine...that can talk…hum...? well i’d better explore this dimension 
further aye!  
Narrator: jinty continued with his work for a little while, when he saw a line of standard vans that 
bugged him so. 
Jinty: well that's everything besides those trucks which are on the wrong line  
(a steam engine's whistle) 
Jinty: oh no that sounds like robert...i think? 



(biff's trucks into tug dock) 
Jinty: there! 
James: Where is that jinty? 

Jinty: right here! 

James: oh hello...do you have the shipment of decorations for the main line in yet? 

Jinty: what did they look like? 

James: er i was told standard red vans, anyway shouldn’t you know?! 

Jinty: well they kind of went swimming! 

James: (eyes shrink) WHAT!,....Oh you can’t be serious, i travel the length of the island for 

these vans and...! (rambles) 

Jinty: don’t you worry james i can fix it! 

James: how could you possibly do that??!! (looks confuzzled) 

Jinty: (to himself) oh you know just some casual time travel (small evil chuckle) 

(jinty approaches the tardis) 

Jinty: hum if only he’d left it open 

(doors open) 

Jinty: WOOHHAAAAAAAOOWWWWWWW (realisation that the tardis has become telepathic) 

(music from “the snowman” plays (the bit with clara seeing the tardis)) 

Jinty: oooo shiny buttons! mmmmm. oh look a lever! and squidgy stuff! gee dis is sum gud stuff 

(the tardis turntable stops facing the door, it then closes) 

Jinty: right on to the big problem, how do i fly this thing 

(Scanner screen slides over to jinty) 

Jinty: humm (thinks the digits) ok and go! 

(time travel sequence) 

(Jinty has traveld to the the video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OWEPYtvVUJQ 

(jinty looks at scanner screen) 

Jinty: oh this is heavy! 1955 thats no where close to 10 minutes ago! darn!...well better go 

explore a bit while i’ve got this thing. 

(jinty exits tardis) 

Jinty: oh brendam docks from back in 1955!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OWEPYtvVUJQ


(see’s edward working) 

Jinty: hey there’s edward! 

Edward: (working humming sounding a bit like edward's theme but out of tune) 

Jinty: hello there 

Edward: (humming is interrupted and followed by dialogue) oh hello i did’nt know the fat 

controller bought a jinty? 

Jinty: well he did but didn’t if you taken my meaning anyway i just wanted to ask what your 

er...what ur day was like? 

Edward: well i just had a strange man with a long scarf tell me about a contraption called a 

calculator? he said an engine would come and ask about it which then must be you? 

Jinty: did he say a time? 

Edward: he said to tell you of a calculator from the year 2015 a device to solve a problem of 

inaccurate calculations 

Jinty: hum ok...did he happen to say a date? 

Edward: well 2015 could be a date? or at least a year? 

Jinty: well i’ve got to go edward 

Edward: oh could you do me a favour before you go please? 

Jinty: alright what you need doing? 

Edward: just shunt those coaches for me please i’m in a hurry you see 

Jinty: ok fine! 

(events of the video occor) 

Edward: see ya jinty i’ve got these vans to deliver 

Jinty: see you round! (then to himself) very soon infact...right back we go...er i mean 

forwards...oh whatever 

(jinty backs into tardis) 

Jinty: (while doing a full rotation of the tardis turntable) right 2015 here i come(scanner read’s 

1985 then becomes static) 

(tardis landing sound) 

(jinty complete’s his rotation round the tardis to then come out facing out the tardis) 



(he is where he is seen during the video) 

Jinty: ah 2015...er that’s not what i was expecting… 

(jinty has arrived on a stormy day (just a drizzle)(the last bit) where jinty is parked he see’s 

diesel begging to push explosives) 

Jinty: hey what’s that diesel doing? 

Diesel: (quietly) that darn engine...or whatever he is always getting me doing the dirty work. 

Jinty: wait is that richard? 

Richard: stupid stupid stupid 

(jinty approcces with caution) 

Jinty: hey buddy (reassuring) 

Richard: go away jinty i just want to be alone!  

Jinty: (see’s diesels explosives) richard come with me for a second 

Richard: (sniffs like he was crying) ok  

(jinty pulls richard away when diesel is begging to back down) 

Diesel: (when he runs away in the video) and i’m out of here... 

Jinty: so i got to do something you just wait right here 

Richard: alright (another sniff) 

(jinty leaves to get in the tardis) 

(the station explodes) 

Richard: wow...wait hold on that's it!!!!! 

(jinty enters tardis) 

Jinty: wow...heavy! 

Jinty: right! lets get to the proper time shall we (directed to the tardis) 

(time travel bit is interrupted by a crash!) 

Jinty: whoaaaaaaaaaa…(looks at scanner) dimensional oscillator engaged? oh i just wanted to 

travel in time not through different dimensions!...battle stations! (mumbling) er that one and that 

one push those and that one too and the handbrake!!!! come on slow down please come on 

stopppp….(straining) aaaahhhhh (breaths out) few…….. right the scanner's broken so let's see 

where we are ha? 



 

(jinty exits the tardis and with a flash he and the tardis changes (this is the Tomy Dimension)) 

Jinty: (short scream) what?? what is this thing on my smoke box (gasp) is...oh i can’t be...a 

face! hold on where am i? (jinty spots gordon) let's ask...er the engine that looks like 

gordon?!(trying to say the right thing). 

Jinty: hello!? 

Gordon: hello jinty! (dismissive) 

Jinty: so er what you doing? 

Gordon: what am i doing...well i’m waiting for you to collect my coaches (fade) 

(the second bit from this video begins: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46qvtYkcbMg 

Gordon: i’m not happy 

Duck: i know it’s boiler ache 

Gordon: it’s not boiler ache! 

Henry: of course it is! that water is bad your boiler must be full of sludge! have a good wash out, 

you’ll feel a different engine 

Gordon: don’t be vulgare! 

(gordon backes onto the coaches, jinty comes alongside ) 

Jinty: here are you coaches gordon… 

Gordon: humf (steams away) 

Jinty: well back to the tardis...as much as i like this face i need to get out of here the odd 

proportions are scary 

(cuts to jinty stearing at the tardis, the tardis is too small) 

Jinty: oh bollocks! 

tardis starts to flash and starts dematerialising but has gone back to normal size 

Jinty: well that works (a sound like jinty is jumping into the tardis) 

(tardis is wobbling about) 

Jinty: ahrrrrrrr what now you silly tardis!  

(scanner screen conveniently slides over to him) 

Jinty: hernby?...no hornby!...world?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46qvtYkcbMg


(The relief)  

(The tardis settles)  

Jinty: ok may as well check this dimension out too! 

(jinty exits and a similar thing happens but the tardis goes invisible) 

Jinty: ah nuts!...oh look some coaches...pretty! 

(the reliefs opening begins)  

Jinty: oh no it’s thomas!! 

Thomas: (dum de daring/humming) 

(tardis doors open but the outside is still invisible) 

Jinty: oh 

(tardis doors close on the coaches which derail)  

Jinty: ahrrrrr why aren’t you more accurate with time you silly machenice! 

(time montage)(music playing is “i am the doctor”) 

(another bit of transdimensional travel until we reach 2015 but not as hoped) 

Jinty: ok tardis this had better be the right one! (looks at scanner) well the year is right) 

(jinty exits the tardis) 

Jinty: (short scream) 

(jinty is on curtis’ doctor who shelf looking down at his desk) 

Curtis: yes mum i’m doing my homework! (closes door and sits at desk) (sigh) Maths...i hate 

MATHS!! (looking disinterested) (sigh) well i’d better do it now or i’ll forget about it!… anyway its 

only...linear equations...and algebra!….oh come on! well better get the calculator out! (looks 

under desk jinty jumps down on to maths textbook as he now has rubber bands on his wheels to 

move without rails) 

Jinty: he he he ha 

Curtis: ok found the workbook but where are you, you silly calculator! 

Jinty: oh shit! 

(jinty backs up behind the textbook and workbook stack) 

Curtis: there’s the simple one and there’s the, brick! 

Jinty: 2 calculators? 



Curtis: (begins to try a solve a maths problem, starts using the brick like calculator) 

Jinty: here’s my chance! 

(jinty scurrys up to the simple calculator to grab it when curtis looks down at him) 

Curtis: (mid way through a maths problem(sees jinty) (freezes) er 

Jinty: ….hi? 

Curtis: what! 

Jinty: can i borrow this please? 

Curtis: er i guess (confused) 

Jinty: yea this i awkward can you put me and this calculator into the tardis up there? 

Curtis: (looks confused) sure….????? 

(curtis picks up jinty) 

Jinty: your hands are cold 

Curtis: what are these things on your wheels??...rubber bands? 

Jinty: yea i saw now rails so i put these on 

Curtis: how did you even...oh never mind(places them both in tardis) there you go! 

Jinty: thank you large person 

Curtis: hey!.. don’t you call me fat! 

Jinty: i mean bye!! normal human... 

Curtis: ok...well i’ve got work to finish so good bye!! (shuts the tardis doors) 

Jinty: (to himself) you definitely do! 

(cuts to jinty placing the calculator in the under part of the tardis) 

Jinty: there! 

(tardis returns to 1974 december 23rd midday ish) 

Jinty: ah i hate mondays! 

(bit from earlier begins)  

James: Where is that jinty? 

Past Jinty: right here! 

James: oh hello...do you have the shipment of decorations for the main line in yet? 

Past Jinty: what did they look like? 



James: er i was told standard red vans, anyway shouldn’t you know?! 

Past Jinty: well they kind of went swimming! 

James: (eyes shrink) WHAT!,....Oh you can’t be serious, i travel the length of the island for 

these vans and...! (rambles) 

Past Jinty: don’t you worry james i can fix it! 

James: how could you possibly do that??!! (looks confuzzled) 

Past Jinty: (to himself) oh you know just some casual time travel (small evil chuckle) 

(past jinty approaches the tardis) 

Jinty: (trucks are still rolling) come on trucks! 

Trucks: we don’t want to!!! 

Jinty: to bad! 

James: that was fast! 

Jinty: yea er… yea turns out they where down the end of the harbor anyway he he…. 

James: hum works for me but i’d better hurry my splendid self of back to tidmouth asap! 

Jinty: ok...and Merry Christmas James! 

James: And to you to Jinty!!! 

Jinty: few i’m glad that's over 
Narrator: jinty after fixing the past went to see his friends Richard and Robert 
Jinty: hey guys! 
Robert: look out he’s got a brake van! 
Jinty: guys can we just let it go its christmas tomorrow i don’t want to remember this christmas 
like this! 
Richard: fine! but you wait until boxing day...then we can bag the shit out of ya all we want  
Jinty: deal! now let's get to the shed 
Narrator: christmas is a time for people to get together, and talk about each others lives, 

weather it be talking about the past or the future because ...perhaps you may not see someone 

again next year... or ever again. so make every christmas like its the last… 

 

(end) 

 

 


